


A high THC percentage doesn’t equate to quality. 

There, we said it.

The same way a fine wine is not defined by its alcohol content, 
exceptional cannabis should not be measured solely by its wallop.

The “good stuff”, shall we say, is best characterized by its 
combination of terpenes and the delightful (and varied) effects 
they deliver. In the end, terpenes are what we obsess over. Not 

THC. And though we happily offer tickets to the stratosphere, we 
are far more proud of the unique flavors and aromas our products 

possess, and how much they influence your overall experience.              
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Since 2010, our mission has been to offer a dizzying array of the 
finest cannabis products imaginable. Years of obsession, creativity, 
and higher-than-average lung capacity got us to where we are now: 

the very best of Colorado.
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T.R.U.T.H.
LINEAGE: 100% pure Jamaican landrace.

AROMA:   Smells like a well-stocked spice cabinet. Earthy and savory with notes 
 of onion powder and sage.  

FLAVOR:    Similar to its unique aroma. Earthy and peppery with a slight hint of 
stone fruit. 

EFFECTS:    Pure irie goodness. Expect upbeat and positive vibrations that are 
both clear-headed and relaxing. A mellow body buzz combined with 
a functional head high makes this genuine Jamaican cultivar a joyful 
and well-balanced experience.         
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MAGIK
LINEAGE: Magic Merlin x Humboldt Express

AROMA:  Fermented berries with floral, fruity and lavender accents.  

FLAVOR: Floral with notes of berry and dried fruit. 

EFFECTS:  A well-rounded high that results in happy/giddy effects. 
Users’ find that Magik does not produce feelings of anxiety or 
raciness, no matter how much you enjoy. Magik makes a fine choice 
for beginners or for longer sessions.
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WEDDING CAKE
LINEAGE: Triangle Kush x Animal Mints

AROMA:  Doughy cake batter and kushy funk, with subtle tangy accents.  

FLAVOR:   Buttery dough and fuel with sweet, earthy undertones. 

EFFECTS:    Extremely euphoric and floaty. Users’ note a pleasant, relaxing warmth 
that spreads throughout the body -- similar to the feeling one experiences 
when wedding planning is finally over.
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JACK HERER
LINEAGE: Family Cut

AROMA:  Hazey and zesty with sweet, piney accents.  

FLAVOR:   Citrusy and hazey with notes of melon and light spice. 

EFFECTS:    A strong cerebral high with virtually no heaviness in the body. 
Jack Herer produces more of an upbeat, energetic and focused experience. 
Users’ find this strain to be helpful when they need to engage or get the 
creative juices flowing.
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TROPICANNA
LINEAGE: Tangie x Girl Scout Cookies

AROMA:  Delightfully juicy with lush notes of freshly-squeezed orange.  

FLAVOR:  Citrusy and floral with a light layer of sweetness. 

EFFECTS:    Tropicanna delivers a gentle and uplifting high that is both functional 
and mellow on the body. Users find it promotes an overall sense of well-being. 
Great for beginners, but also embraced by seasoned vets. This juice is always 
worth the squeeze.
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STRAWNANA
LINEAGE:  Banana Kush x Bubblegum

AROMA:    Strawberry yogurt and rich, ripe banana. Notes of fruity funk and bubblegum 
further add to its overly confectious fragrance.  

FLAVOR:   Sweet, floral and fruity with noticeable strawberry accents. 

EFFECTS:   A giddy and mellow high that is calming to the mind and body. StrawNana is 
euphoric and mood elevating, with just the right amount of weightiness. 
Like its aroma and flavor, its high is oh-so-sweet.
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MOONSHINE HAZE
LINEAGE:  Amnesia Haze x Neville’s Wreck

AROMA:   Bright and hazey with both citrusy and woody undertones.  

FLAVOR:    Sharp yet sweet. A predominantly hazey flavor collides with a crisp zestiness 
that lights up the tongue. 

EFFECTS:    This high-proof sativa has energizing and slightly distorting effects. 
The fast onset of the high, coupled with a noted increase in heart rate, can 
exacerbate anxiety in some users. For this reason, this strain pairs well with 
an activity that provides a little distraction. Though for true sativa lovers, this 
zippy offering is simply divine.
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DURRRAFLAME
LINEAGE:  Fire OG x Lucky Charms

AROMA:   Kushy funk meets smoky campfire and sweet vanilla.  

FLAVOR:   Thick notes of OG with floral and vanilla-y accents. 

EFFECTS:    A hardy and long-lasting high that’s both heavy and cozy. Like a warm blanket 
for your noggin’. As the name suggests, Durrraflame will get you nice-n-toasty 
for hours on end.
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CONSPIRACY
LINEAGE: T.R.U.T.H. x Tangerine Haze

AROMA:    An elaborate fragrance that’s both sweet and zesty, with accents of crisp haze.  

FLAVOR:   Similar to its aroma. Bright and citrusy with notes of earthy sweetness. 

EFFECTS:    Though its name may suggest paranoia, fear not, as Conspiracy will take it easy on you. 
Its versatile effects pair well with a wide range of activities, from getting things done 
to quiet reflection. Both uplifting and pleasantly buzzy, it’s a gratifying experience for 
those new to sativas, and those more accustomed to instant lift off.
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DJC
LINEAGE: T.R.U.T.H. x Deadhead OG

AROMA: Earthy, sour and peppery. Expect that classic OG funk with some added Jamaican spice.  

FLAVOR: Classic OG accents with a unique, peppery kick. 

EFFECTS:  A relaxing body high with ultra-stoney cerebral effects. DJC’s bliss inducing high has 
also been known to forge long-lasting grins. Overall, this exclusive cultivar delivers 
a crowd-pleasing experience perfect for all day or all night use.
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GMO COOKIES
LINEAGE: Chem D x Girl Scout Cookies

AROMA:   This one’s a real stinker. Hefty notes of musk, fuel, garlic and earth 
are only slightly softened by a subtle, sweet finish.  

FLAVOR:    As full-bodied as its aroma. Thick flavors of fuel and funk are accompanied 
by notes of garlic and onion. 

EFFECTS:    Very potent. A relaxing wave washes over the body and is swiftly followed by 
long-lasting euphoria. GMO Cookies is mood elevating and good for erasing tension. 
It also may erase your sense of time and space.
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LUCKY CHARMS
LINEAGE: The White x Appalachia

AROMA:  Toasted marshmallow with hints of berry, pine and fresh flowers.  

FLAVOR:  Floral with notes of sugary cereal. 

EFFECTS:    A balanced high that promotes relaxation, and at the same time, mental stimulation. 
For a select few, Lucky Charms has become a gratifying part of their morning ritual.
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KOSHER KUSH
LINEAGE: A “holy” OG cut.

AROMA:    An overpowering and nose-stinging medley of spearminty kush, lemon, pine 
and earth.  

FLAVOR:    Earthy spearmint layered with sharp accents of pine, lemon and tasty, 
kushy goodness. 

EFFECTS:    Oye vey, this one’s strong. Legend has it that the original cut was blessed 
by a Rabbi, and after sampling this strain you might find that story may not 
be so far-fetched. Kosher Kush produces a powerful stone that results in a 
buzzing body and mood elevating high. You’ll instantly feel blessed and blissed out. 
L’chaim!
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MAC
LINEAGE: Alien Cookies x (Colombian + Starfighter)

AROMA:   Cloves, citrus and doughy musk meets otherworldly funk.  

FLAVOR:   Doughy with light floral and vanilla accents and a hint of funk. 

EFFECTS:    Like being beamed into orbit. Miracle Alien Cookies (MAC) delivers a profoundly 
euphoric experience that’s often accompanied by a lethargic body high. 
Everything about this renowned cultivar may lead you to believe it came from another 
planet. And shortly after sampling MAC, you may find yourself visiting said planet.
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MAC DADDY
LINEAGE:  MAC x DJC

AROMA:    Similar to MAC’s profile, only with an extra layer of indescribable funkiness. 
Heavy on the musk with notes of fuel, dough and kush.  

FLAVOR:    Funk with an extra side of funk. Subtle floral accents and notes of vanilla may 
also be detected. 

EFFECTS:    Quite strong, almost mind-numbing. Expect the euphoric whoosh from MAC with 
the mellowing body high of DJC. Very long-lasting and very stoney. This one’s for 
those who gotta have that funk.
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LOST TRIBE
LINEAGE: T.R.U.T.H. x Kosher Kush

AROMA:    Peppery, piney, earthy and sour. A lovely blend of both parents’ iconic 
and pungent fragrances.  

FLAVOR:   Salty licorice with layers of pepper, pine, earth and kush. 

EFFECTS:    A heavy-hitting and oftentimes sleep-inducing high. Very stoney in nature. 
Feelings of spaciness and floatiness may guide you to a peaceful, resting state. 
Not the most functional experience, so being somewhat selective as to when you 
indulge in Lost Tribe would be most beneficial.
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RENO & BACK
LINEAGE: Green Crack x Tahoe OG

AROMA: Pine, sour earth and lemon. Essentially, a cranked up OG profile.  

FLAVOR:   Robust notes of pine, lemon zest, earth and fuel. 

EFFECTS:    Reno & Back delivers a psychoactive wallop that’s sure to impress the most 
experienced of users. For beginners, don’t gamble too big. Start small, as this 
strain’s stone is particularly strong. Aside from its rich flavor, the powerful blow 
of its Green Crack heritage may be the first thing you notice. Reno & Back is like 
hitting the euphoria jackpot.
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CHEM DE LA CHEM
LINEAGE: Chem D x I-95

AROMA:   Burnt rubber and nose-scorching funk. Blows the hair back a little. 
Imagine classic Chem, only turned up to 11.  

FLAVOR:    An intense medley of chemmy funk, fuel and other indescribable flavors. 
Bold in every sense of the word. 

EFFECTS:    Easily dishes out one of the more potent experiences available. For newbies, 
best to tip-toe around this one. Expect a robust head and body high that’s both 
long-lasting and immensely euphoric. For some, it’s akin to eating an edible. 
Chem De La Chem is very enjoyable for those who enjoy a hefty ‘wa-paow’ to 
the senses.
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FULL METAL CHERRY
LINEAGE:  Cherry AK-47 x Suges Pure Kush

AROMA:   Woody and kushy with notes of rich, ripe cherries.  

FLAVOR:   Sweet kush with accents of dried cherry and woody spice. 

EFFECTS:    This high-caliber cultivar dishes out a real psychoactive blast. Both the body 
and mind are treated to a pleasant floatiness. And although its strength could 
be considered “military grade”, its happy and uplifting effects make it satisfying 
for all. Oorah!
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STRUAVA
LINEAGE:  StrawGuava x StrawNana

AROMA:    Fruit overload. Notes of fresh strawberry and ripe guava blend together, 
creating a mouth-watering and tropical fragrance.  

FLAVOR:   Tropical fruit with a lush, strawberry finish. 

EFFECTS:    Struava sends you on a mental vacation. Things move a little slower and your cares 
seem to fade. You can still function, but with Struava, you’re in no rush. Best to accept 
it and move at pool float speed.
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MAGPIE
LINEAGE:  Magik F5

AROMA:   Tart berries with sour and floral accents.  

FLAVOR:   Crisp and slightly sour with notes of fruit and wild berries. 

EFFECTS:    Mentally stimulating and not too heavy on the body. MagPie offers a well-balanced 
experience that’s great for all day use. The functional yet highly euphoric effects 
you get from MagPie will have you happily floating through the day.
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GELATO 33
LINEAGE:  Sunset Sherbert x Thin Mint GSC

AROMA:   Gelato-y with gassy, fruity and slight floral accents.  

FLAVOR:   Kushy and gelato-y with hints of Tootsie Roll and fuel. 

EFFECTS:    Ultra-stoney and mellow. These iced-out flowers deliver a chill experience 
perfect for times when there’s no need to accomplish much of anything.
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DO-SI-DOS
LINEAGE: OGKB x Face Off OG

AROMA:   Sweet and floral with a gassy/kushy backend.

FLAVOR:    Sweet kushy funk with fresh, flowery accents. And of course, a splash of gas. 

EFFECTS:    Though Do-Si-Dos may have an affable name, it sure packs some oomph. 
Expect a very strong and stoney high. Some users note slight tingling sensations 
in conjunction with sublime euphoria.
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SUSIE’S CLOSET
LINEAGE:  GMO Cookies x StrawNana

AROMA:    Named after its nostalgic aroma. To our GM of cultivation, it smells exactly 
like his mom’s closet. Sharp mothballs unite with a layer of sweet, strawberry perfume.  

FLAVOR:   Funky yet sweet. An oddly tasty mix of mothballs and ripe strawberry. 

EFFECTS:    Stimulating and highly euphoric sans the raciness. Susie’s Closet is a very strong 
experience, but one without the typical sativa edge. Somehow, even with its unique 
strength, it delivers a blissful and uplifting high that will have you happily soaring.
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GOLDEN GLUE
LINEAGE:  Kosher Kush x Locktite

AROMA:   Sweet and kushy with an earthy backbone.

FLAVOR:   A nice balance of earth and kushy funk. 

EFFECTS:    A very relaxing experience that when enjoyed in smaller doses won’t require 
you to cancel all plans. Golden Glue is well-balanced and delivers calming cerebral 
effects and a pleasantly weighted body high. However, too much Golden Glue will 
most likely result in some shut eye.
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PAPAYA CAKE
LINEAGE: Papaya x Wedding Cake

AROMA: Papaya, tropical fruit and doughy, kushy funk.  

FLAVOR:  Ripe papaya with accents of sweet kush. 

EFFECTS:    Very euphoric and slightly functional. Papaya Cake delivers a floaty high 
that’s great for unwinding. Users’ note a care-free mentality, as if you’ve 
settled into vacation mode. Overall, this mouthwatering cultivar will transport 
you to your own little slice of stoney paradise.
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MEMBER BERRY
LINEAGE: Skunk Berry x Mandarin Sunset

AROMA:   Fresh grapes and berries with notes of citrus and light spice.

FLAVOR:   Grapey with hints of zest and spice. 

EFFECTS:    Floaty and dreamy. Member Berry delivers a relaxing and euphoric high 
that’s equal parts cerebral and body. Though its effects are indica dominant, 
Member Berry won’t plaster you to the couch. Overall, it’s a happy and 
ultra-mellow experience.
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POCKET ACES
LINEAGE:  Reno & Back x DJC

AROMA:   Peppery, musky and earthy with notes of garlic and a slight sweetness.

FLAVOR:   Influenced more by its Reno & Back side. Classic sweet kush with accents 
of musk and earth. 

EFFECTS:    Very strong with an uplifting and highly euphoric cerebral ride. The body effects 
are stoney but not overwhelming in terms of heaviness. Overall, it’s a fantastic mix 
of both parents.
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MOTORBREATH
LINEAGE: Chem D x SFV OG

AROMA:    Heavy on the gas. Fumes of diesel and chemmy motor oil fill the air like thick exhaust.

FLAVOR:   Greasy and oily. A slick of fuel-like flavor coats the tongue and doesn’t buff out easily. 

EFFECTS:    Like its flavor and aroma, the effects are also revved up. Motorbreath will tune you up 
proper with a heavy-hitting high. Users’ note an extremely euphoric experience that 
hits both the mind and body with equal force.
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PROJECT 4516
LINEAGE: Gelato 45 x Platinum Puff

AROMA:   Straight gas topped with accents of creamy Gelato.  

FLAVOR:   Gassy with a smooth, creamy exhale. 

EFFECTS:    Very sedating. Promotes heavy relaxation with a weighted body high 
and super stoney cerebral effects. Operating at a lower rate of speed is 
to be expected. Best saved for night time or when you’re not responsible 
for anything too important.
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BLACKBERRY BANANA KUSH
LINEAGE: Blackberry x Banana Kush

AROMA:   Hashy and earthy with deep berry and kushy undertones.  

FLAVOR:   Thick notes of earth and dried berries are united with layers of hash and fuel. 

EFFECTS:    Very narcotic. Blackberry Banana Kush produces a weighted body effect and is 
oftentimes perfect for inducing deep sleep. This strain delivers no cerebral stimulation 
and should not cause anxiety. Simply put, this is a go-to for turning off and hunkering 
down. Nighty night.



JAMAICAN JERK
LINEAGE: DJC x GMO Cookies

AROMA:   Skunky funk with a sprinkle of pepper and garlic.  

FLAVOR:   Ineffable funk seasoned with pepper, kush and garlic. 

EFFECTS:    Slightly indica leaning. Very stoney yet not totally sedating. 
Expect a highly-euphoric high that’s super irie.
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PANCAKES
LINEAGE: London Pound Cake 75 x Kush Mints

AROMA:   Candied goodness with a serving of doughy cake batter.  

FLAVOR:   Gas, buttery dough and that familiar funk. 

EFFECTS:    Strong and well-balanced. Expect instant euphoria paired with a calm 
and functional body high. Having Pancakes for breakfast doesn’t mean 
you’ll be sluggish for the hours ahead, but you’ll sure be proper stoned 
and happily dazed.



APPLE FRITTER
LINEAGE: Sour Apple x Animal Cookies

AROMA:   Savory and sweet with unique notes of funky cheese and sour apple.  

FLAVOR:    Similar to its aroma where a sweet, earthy profile mingles with light cheesy accents. 

EFFECTS:    Giddy and very relaxing. More experienced users find they can still be fairly 
functional on Apple Fritter, however those with less tolerance may swiftly lose focus 
and productivity. Ideal for lounging around and enjoying a slower, more relaxed pace.
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SHAMASH
LINEAGE:  Durrraflame x DJC

AROMA:   A lovely union of sweetness and smooth kushy funk.  

FLAVOR:   Savory notes of kush are shuffled amongst layers of sweetness. 

EFFECTS:    Strong like a Maccabee. Shamash’s effects are well-balanced, delivering 
long-lasting and heightened euphoria. Sure gets you good-n-lit.



HONEYMOON HAZE
LINEAGE:  Wedding Cake x Moonshine Haze 

AROMA:  Straight up haze. Bright, crisp and a slight touch sweet.  

FLAVOR:  All haze. Sweet, sharp and bright. 

EFFECTS:     Almost psychedelic. Charged and peppy with some warp to it. 
Good for high-energy activities and/or extreme focus.
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JAMBAND
LINEAGE:  Headband x T.R.U.T.H.’s Brother

AROMA:   Parmesan cheese and a layer of indescribable funk.  

FLAVOR:   Mellow cheesy notes with savory funky goodness. 

EFFECTS:   A highly euphoric ride with a boost of sativa-esque effects. 
Expect an uplifting charge that settles into a blissful and motivating experience.



COLD SNAP
LINEAGE:  Biscotti x The Menthol

AROMA:   Notes of cool and minty menthol mingle with hints of funk.  

FLAVOR:  Fresh mentholy goodness. Complex and sweet with hints of tasty pine. 

EFFECTS:    A mood booster that will also chill you out with a full-bodied stone. 
Though it may slow you down some, it shouldn’t put you into a deep freeze. 
You can, with relative ease, thaw out if things need to get done.
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MAC & CHEESE
LINEAGE:  MAC x Alien Cheese

AROMA:   Pungent, creamy and smooth. Like boxed Mac & Cheese.  

FLAVOR:   Creamy with milky notes and hints of cheese and kush. 

EFFECTS:    MAC & Cheese delivers a strong yet uplifting and blissful high that’s 
fairly light on the body. Users’ note a functional and joyful experience 
with the occasional case of the giggles.



CAKES & PIES
LINEAGE:  Wedding Cake x Huckleberry Pie

AROMA:   Blueberry muffin with kushy cake batter.  

FLAVOR:  Fresh berries, cake batter and a layer of smooth kush. 

EFFECTS:   Relaxing, stoney and happy. Expect giddy and dopey effects up top with a mildly 
sedating body high.
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MALBEC
LINEAGE:  Grape Pie x Kush Mints

AROMA:   Tart grapes. Bitter and lightly spiced.  

FLAVOR:   Similar to its aroma, only a little sweeter than tart. Like a dessert wine. 

EFFECTS:    Down the middle goodness. Relaxing and stoney with a hefty kick of 
sublime euphoria. Like a glass or two of Malbec, some sleepiness may creep in.

 We find it to be a fine selection for mellowing out with a few good friends.   



GARLOTTI
LINEAGE:  Chem D x Gelatti

AROMA:   Like a head of garlic pickled in E-85.  

FLAVOR:  Fuel, garlic, earth and chemmy funk. 

EFFECTS:   Powerful yet balanced. Expect a cerebral, upbeat and relaxing experience.
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PUPCAKE
LINEAGE:  Stardawg x Wedding Cake

AROMA:   Gassy chem with a hint of sweet, doughy batter.  

FLAVOR:   A chem cake made with gas instead of eggs. 

EFFECTS:   A strong and happy high that’s euphoric and upbeat.



PYXY
LINEAGE: Grape Pie x Wedding Cake

AROMA:  A cakey backend with a berry/grape and kushy swirl.  

FLAVOR:  Berries and sweetened kush. 

EFFECTS:    Strong without knocking you flat nor putting you on a speedy cerebral ride. 
It’s well-balanced, stoney, relaxing and joyful.
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GRAPE CREAM CAKE
LINEAGE:  Ice Cream Cake x (Grape Pie x Wedding Crasher)

AROMA:   A confectious aroma with noticeable accents of grape and sweet berry.  

FLAVOR:   Sweet grape candy with a touch of musk. 

EFFECTS:    Highly euphoric with a motivating and creative cerebral boost. For a fruit forward strain, 
it may come off stronger than expected. Users’ typically note a long-lasting lift in spirit 
that’ll help put you in a good headspace.



JAMAICAN MOONSHINE
LINEAGE:  DJC x Moonshine Haze

AROMA:  An alcohol-esque sting with a hint of sweet haze.  

FLAVOR:  Hazey and bright with a subtle sweetness. 

EFFECTS:    Got some pep to it. It packs an uplifting and motivating buzz with a little cerebral spark. 
If you enjoy Moonshine Haze, you’ll enjoy this.
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KUSH MINTS
LINEAGE:  Animal Mints x Bubba Kush

AROMA:   Kushy and minty cake batter.  

FLAVOR:   Smooth and creamy with notes of cake and kush. 

EFFECTS:    Happy and euphoric. Lifts the spirits with a stimulating buzz before settling 
into an ultra-mellow state.



CHERRY DIESEL
LINEAGE:  Cherry Bomb x Sour D

AROMA:  Sweet cherries and a splash of gas. Sugary, juicy diesel.  

FLAVOR:  Plump cherries with a subtle hint of sweet haze and fuel. 

EFFECTS:    Uplifting and motivating. A real ‘get-up-and-go’ type high. 
Expect sativa dominant effects with a slight increase in processing speed.
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LEMON FACE
LINEAGE:  Lemon Skunk x Mamboe

AROMA:   Sweet and bubblegummy, with a hint of citrus zest.  

FLAVOR:   Sugary and lemony. A bright and fresh flavor. 

EFFECTS:    Functional and motivating. Expect heightened bliss with a floaty 
yet functional feel.



NEW GENETICS
We’re constantly introducing new genetics into our garden. As they say, “variety is 
the spice of life”. Whether it’s our own breeding projects or popular genetics from 
trusted sources, we’re all about keeping things fresh and exciting.

To stay up-to-date on new drops, keep tabs on 14erpreorder.com, @14er_drops
and @bouldersonly14er.
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SEALED FOR FRESHNESS
With the use of nitrogen, our hand-trimmed, dried and cured flowers are canned 
with an airtight seal. By eliminating both oxygen and light, our flowers are given 
the optimal environment for long-term curing. Essentially, they become little 
smokable time capsules.
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PREMIUM PRE-ROLLS
Convenience shouldn’t mean sub-par. Our pre-rolls are made with 100% 14er 
flower. No trim, no shake. Each pack comes with 5 premium pre-rolls and includes 
a TerpLock shield to keep things extra fresh and flavorful. There’s also a nifty little 
roach cubby for your unfinished business.
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COLD CURE LIVE ROSIN
The literal cream of the crop.

Live Rosin is pressed from our fresh, frozen Ice Water Hash, further filtering 
away any unwanted plant material. This highly resinous concentrate was crafted 
without the use of solvents, making it the purest expression of any given cultivar. 
At 14er, we cold cure our Live Rosin to create a creamy, shelf-stable product that 
is cherished by both connoisseurs or anyone looking for a delectable and potent 
dabbing experience.
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ROSIN JAM
Jam is a heat cured solventless extraction that allows for THCA crystals to separate 
(crash out) from the terpene solution. This process creates a jam-like texture in 
the final product. The Jam exhibits a slight variation on the terp profile of our cold 
cure, not unlike the Fresh Press, while remaining shelf-stable at room temperature. 
Jam textures can range from sugar wax to something much saucier.
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FRESH PRESS LIVE ROSIN
Just like our Cold Cure Live Rosin...only it’s not Cold Cured, just fresh from the 
press. Skipping this step maintains the original terpenes and allows the customer 
to take control of the curing process. For an ultra-tasty and unique dabbing 
experience, it’s a must try.
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LIVE RESIN
Live Resin is also made from our fresh, frozen flowers. The resin is extracted 
using a hydrocarbon blend to preserve terpenes and cannabinoids while leaving 
behind any undesirable plant compounds. The extract is then aged in a controlled 
environment, allowing the terpenes to separate and the cannabinoids to crystalize, 
resulting in a delectable and saucy concentrate.

Our Live Resin is made in cahoots with the expert craftsmen at Apothecary Extracts 
and Viola.
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BUBBLE HASH
We just had to. Call us nostalgic.

While our Bubble Hash is extremely limited, our hopes are to start producing much 
more. Our Bubble Hash is made with the use of Bubble Bags, using simple ice 
water, agitation and various micron screens. The result is countless trichromes that 
are formed into little pearls that bubble up when exposed to flame.

It’s an oldie but goodie.
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TERPNOLOGICALLY
ADVANCED
This CCELL powered vape system is sleek, discreet and durable enough to 
accompany you on your next adventure. This high performance battery is inhale 
activated with a self-adapted optimal temperature setting. With a minimalist and 
buttonless design, there’s no guesswork. Just pure and simple enjoyment for on-
the-go use or for not going anywhere at all. 

*The Flint pod battery is rechargeable and comes with its own USB charging cable 
and Micro-USB port.
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CHOOSE YOUR
OWN ADVENTURE
Our pods are pre-loaded with either Live Rosin or CannaTerp Oil (CT Oil). Both 
options are made from 100% 14er material and only vary based on solvents used 
or not used. Both deliver rich flavor and ample potency. By offering two forms 
of concentrates, users can choose their favorite strains along with a vaping 
experience that caters to their individual interests.
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WELCOME TO 
FLAVORTOWN
Like our other offerings, when it comes to our pods, variety and quality are the two 
biggest factors we obsessed over. Everything from our in-house genetics to our 
guest (or “wildflower”) strains get a shot in our vape pods. Nothing beats the on-
the-go ease and smooth, authentic flavor that these pods deliver. The idea of being 
able to take your favorite strains along for the ride is what makes our immense 
infatuation with variety seem much more logical.
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JUUUUUUUICY 
& ROSIN INFUSED
We love our Rosin so much we thought why not eat it too! These flavor-packed and 
strain-specific Fruit Chews are made with 100% 14er Rosin and are formulated to 
be 1:1 10mg CBD/10mg THC per chew. 

These Fruit Chews are available in two flavors: Blood Orange Mango and Blackberry 
Pomegranate. You’ll also be happy to know that these juicy delights are dairy-free, 
gluten-free and non-GMO. For a mouth-watering, well-crafted and accurately dosed 
edible, these Fruit Chews are the perfect choice.
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FOR WHOLESALE INQUIRIES,

PLEASE CONTACT:

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

9AM - 9PM

2897 MAPLETON AVE STE. 800

BOULDER, CO 80301

WHOLESALE@14ERBOULDER.COM
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